
EXAMPLES OF DESCRIPTIVE WRITING IN LITERATURE

Descriptive writing is vivid, colorful, and detailed. Because descriptive text is so powerful, many examples of it can be
found in famous literature and poetry.

The uninitiated reader will have to simply take it on faith that The Lord of the Rings provides an unparalleled
example of how the domaine perdu can be used in a novel to express an extremely compelling vision of
human existence. Post navigation. Stark naked rock, pinnacles and thousand feet high protruding from
immense timbered shoulders, and the green pointy-fir snake of my own Starvation ridge wriggling to it, to its
awful vaulty blue smokebody rock Using descriptive language can be challenging, especially if you are a
newbie writer. Descriptive Essay Definition of Descriptive Essay A descriptive essay , as the name implies, is
a form of essay that describes something. You are discovering what kind of narrator you are best with, what
length of books you prefer, what genre you want to write in, along with so many other things that factor into
what your books will be like and what audience they will attract. It is an aspect of craft that novelists ignore to
our own detriment. In the bed of the river there were pebbles and boulders, dry and white in the sun, and the
water was clear and swiftly moving and blue in the channels. Call students' attention to interesting, descriptive
word choices in classroom writing. Then they burst and fall to the ground. And much later, as he and his
faithful servant Sam slog along through the swamps on the outskirts of Mordor: Dead grasses and rotting reeds
loomed up in the mists like ragged shadows of long-forgotten summers. Nancy was cutting them. Science and
Children, 42 3,  The waves rolled along the shore in a graceful, gentle rhythm, as if dancing with the land. The
literature of the domaine perdu, which is a literature of loss, is more essential than ever now, when so many
actual landscapes have been destroyed and so many others are severely threatened. See related how-to videos
with lesson plans in the Text Structures and Genres and Writing Processes and Strategies sections. Writers in
the so-called literary fiction genre too often hear about the options that are foreclosed to us. His pride,
however, does not extend to his appearance, for he spends most of his time indoors watching television and
growing fat. In the book, a boy wandering the French countryside stumbles upon a mysterious, decaying
manor house, or domaine. The weather had changed overnight, when a backing wind brought a granite sky
and a mizzling rain with it, and although it was now only a little after two o'clock in the afternoon the pallor of
a winter evening seemed to have closed upon the hills, cloaking them in mist. In descriptive writing, the
author does not just tell the reader what was seen, felt, tested, smelled, or heard. Notice how she appeals to our
sense of smell before moving on to describe the layout and contents of the room. Consider the opening
paragraph of A Farewell to Arms: In the late summer of that year we lived in a house in a village that looked
across the river and the plain to the mountains. The Lord of the Rings is full of such bleak, frightening images;
the prevailing mood is one of fear and dread. He senses something magical about the place. The wind outside
nested in each tree, prowled the sidewalks in invisible treads like unseen cats. Sometimes it bleeds through,
like rays of sunlight appearing through a break in a low overcast. Young poets can either finish the
"poemstarts" suggested here or create their own original poem. It still teaches a good lesson to newbie writers
though.


